Applications of nitroimidazole in vivo hypoxia imaging in ischemic stroke.
Nitroimidazole imaging is a promising contender for noninvasive in vivo mapping of brain hypoxia after stroke. However, there is a dearth of knowledge about the behavior of these compounds in the various pathophysiologic situations encountered in ischemic stroke. In this article we report the findings from a systematic review of the literature on the use of the nitroimidazoles to map hypoxia after stroke. We describe the characteristics of nitroimidazoles as imaging tracers, their pharmacology, and results of both animal and clinical studies during and after focal cerebral ischemia. Findings in brain tumors are also presented to the extent that they enlighten results in stroke. Early results from application of kinetic modeling for quantitative measurement of tracer binding are briefly discussed. Based on this literature review, nitroimidazole hypoxia imaging agents are of considerable interest in stroke because they appear, both in animal models and in humans, to specifically detect the severely hypoxic viable tissue, but not the reperfused nor the necrotic tissue. To fully realize this potential in stroke, however, formal validation by concurrent measurement of tissue oxygen tension, together with development of novel ligands with faster distribution kinetics, faster clearance from normal tissue, and well-defined trapping mechanisms, are important goals for future investigations.